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Abstract 

Banks  operating  in  the  same  local  market  tend  to offer widely  different  inter- 
est  rates  on  essentially  the  same  savings or credit  account.  This  rate  dispersion 
could be  attributable  to  market power  or  different production  costs  but,  as 
found by our  model,  could  also  be  simply  due to  differences in the  number of 
branches  each  bank  operates. A search  model of the local  market for deposit 
and  loan  accounts is constructed  to  determine  the effect of banks of different 
sizes on  the  distribution of interest  rates.  Consumers  with  heterogenous  search 
costs  shop for the  bank  with  the  best  interest  rate  on  an  account,  and  heterogc- 
neous  banks  set  prices that  maximize  profits. The Nash  equilibrium is a unique 
non-degenerate  distribution of interest  rates. 

1 Introduction 

Individual  markets of goods  or services generally exhibit  a  wide  dispersion of prices, 
even for identical  goods.’  One  rational for this  dispersion is that consumers  shop 
for goods at some  personal  cost.  When  this cost is large,  shoppers  shop  at only 
a subset of all  stores selling the goods and  eventually  purchase from the one that 
offers the  best  price.  In  this case, the law of one price need not hold: a firm that 
knows  consumers  shop at a cost can charge  a price that is (1) different from other 
firms’ prices and ( 2 )  is above its own unit  costs.  Given  reasonable  assumptions 
about firms’ pricing strategies  and consumer  search  costs, there is always  some 
positive  probability that among  the  set of shoppers  that visit a  given  firm,  some 
will receive their  best  quote from this firm and will see insufficient benefit from 
additional  shopping.  (The price reduction  expected  from  shopping at one  more 
store is less than  the personal cost of the  visit.)  The lack of absolute,  Bertrand-style 
price competition allows those  with  relatively inefficient production technologies to 
sell at a price higher than  the purely  competitive,  marginal-cost  price. 

Models of equilibrium price dispersion  can  be  divided  into four groups: (1) ones 
where  consumers  have  the  same  search  costs  and firms have the  same  production 

‘For example, Pratt  et a1 [14] surveyed the prices of common goods  and services in the Boston 
area  and found that the maximum  price advertised for a specific product was often two times the 
minimum  price advertised,  often for exactly the same  brand  and model. 
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costs [ lo ,  3, 22, 21, (2) ones where consumers have different search  costs but firms 
have the  same  production  costs [18, 19, 21, 201, (3) ones where  consumers have the 
same  search  costs  but firms have different search  costs [15, 91, and  (4) ones where 
both have differing costs [9, 41 (which includes our  model). For the monopoly  case, 
Salop[l8] showed that while a monopolist facing inelastic demand will charge the 
(single)  monopoly  price to all customers, when facing elastic demand he will be 
“noisy”  in his pricing - offering a  random  distribution of prices  he  can sort con- 
sumers  into  sub-markets  that  permit price  discrimination.  Under  certain  conditions, 
the monopolist’s  dispersed-price  profits exceed the single-price profits. 

Almost  without  exceptioq2  these models assume that  the probability a consumer 
will visit a particular firm is constant across firms, that is, the  market visibility is 
the  same for all  firms. This is a significant restriction: for example,  a  large  firm 
with  many  stores  and  extensive  advertising  should have a much higher  probability 
of being  visited than a firm with only a single store  and  little  advertising.  This 
is especially true in  the  banking  sector, where banks attract local customers by 
operating many  branches. 

The banking  industry  exhibits significant dispersion of its “prices,”  namely the 
interest  rates  it  quotes for deposit  and  loan  accounts. Both  Osborne  and  Wendel[l2] 
and Neuberger and  Zimmerman[ll]  note significant dispersion of interest  rates for 
the  same  type of deposit  account in the  same city. Ehlen[5],  using 1987-1994 weekly 
interest  rates  on  the  deposit  and loan accounts of the largest  banks in eight U.S. 
cities,  found  interest rate dispersion to  be large and very structured  in some cities. 
For example,  in New  York City the  rank order of interest  rates  on money market 
deposit  accounts  (MMDA) at  the five largest  banks were strikingly  stable.  One 
bank  had  the highest  interest  rate most of the  time,  another  bank  had  the lowest 
interest  rate most of the  time,  and  the  rank of the  other  three were very stable. 
In addition, the  bank  with  the highest  interest rate  had  the largest  number of 
branches, the largest share of deposits,  and  the lowest production C O S ~ S , ~  suggesting 
some  relationship  between  bank size and  rank  in  the  distribution of interest  rates. 
All  five banks’ weekly fluctuations were  closely correlated  with changes in the six- 
month  T-bill  rate, suggesting that each bank was operating on fixed margins  between 
securities  market rates  and  the  rates  they offered on  deposit and loan a c c o ~ n t s . ~  

To  examine the effect of bank size on this equilibrium  dispersion of bank  interest 
rates, we construct a  model of interest  rate dispersion  where  banks of different size 
and  production  costs offer (sell)  deposit  and  loan  accounts. By size we mean the 
market  “presence”  or visibility of the  bank  to consumers.  While there may be 
correlation  between  bank  deposits  and  its visibility, the differences can,  as shown 
here, create equilibrium  price  dispersion.  Consumers  shop for accounts at different 
personal  costs.  Banks, knowing that customers  shop at different costs, offer interest 

‘Butters[3] constructs a model with varying probability by  allowing firms to choose  different 

3The  production cost  figures are  quarterly,  not weekly, data 
4The other seven cities exhibited dispersion and rank correlation to lesser degrees, and were 

found to be correlated with average  market rates,  the number of banks  in the  market,  and  the  ratio 
of thrifts  to banks. 

levels of “junk mail” advertising. 
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rates  that maximize  their  expected profits given the  interest  rates of rival banks. An 
equilibrium distribution of interest  rates is derived and proved to  be unique. The 
effects of bank  market  presence,  bank  production  costs,  and  consumer  search  costs 
are seen to affect market  rates  in ways important  to  banking policy. 

2 The Model 

2.1 Consumers 

Our one-period economy is composed of A4 consumers,  each  with a different but 
constant  marginal cost of search,  and N banks that sell D deposit  and L loan 
accounts. We first construct each bank’s  expected  demand for representative  deposit 
account d,  then construct  each  bank’s profit maximization  based on all of the deposit 
and loan  accounts  it offers, and - assuming  separateness of all deposit  and loan 
account  markets - then find the unique  equilibrium distribution of interest  rates 
for deposit  account d. 

For deposit  account d,  we assume for clarity that  the M consumers have unit 
inelastic demand  and  the  same minimum-willingness-to-accept interest  rate rdmin. 

Each  consumer knows the overall distribution of interest  rates - an assumption we 
substantiate below, but does  not know which bank is offering which rate.  Shopping 
for the highest  interest  rate is costly, so shoppers follow a sequential  search  rule:  first 
they  sample  an  interest  rate from a bank. If the  expected increase  in offered interest 
rate from one  more  sample is greater than  the consumer’s  cost of that search, he will 
sample from another  bank (knowing he  can always return  to  any  bank  and  purchase 
a deposit  account at the  interest  rate he was quoted). If the  expected increase is 
less than  the cost of search,  he  stops shopping and  deposits his money at  the  bank 
that quoted the best  interest  rate. 

The  banks  do  not know the search  cost of each  customer; if they  did,  then  they 
could offer a rate  that makes it  not cost  effective for the  customer  to  continue  to 
another  bank.  (This would be first-degree  price  discrimination.) Banks could also 
tacitly collude and all offer the lowest interest  rate  acceptable, rdmin. As shown 
below, however, it is optimal for each bank to offer an interest  rate  targeted  toward 
a specific subset of customers that come to  the bank: (1) whose best  interest  rate 
offered thus far is this  bank’s,  and (2) whose expected benefit of an additional 
search is less than  the cost of their  search. This  bank knows with  certainty  that 
these  shoppers will purchase their  deposit account. 

We label  each  bank  according the  ordinal  rank of the  interest  rate  it offers on 
account d:  Bank 1 offers the lowest interest  rate,  Bank 2 offers the second-lowest, 
and so on;  therefore, r1 < 7-2 < r, < T N .  (We assert for  now that  this  can  be  an 
equilibrium distribution of rates, saving the proof for later.) If a  consumer  visits 
bank n and is quoted  interest  rate r,, the  expected benefit of one  additional  visit 
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to  another  bank, x,, is5 

N 
(rh - rn)rh, n < N 

0, n = N  

where rh is the  probability of visiting  bank h and x,"==, 7rn = 1. This  probability 
represents  the  bank's  share of market presence or visibility to  the consumer. It 
could be  a  function of the  market  share of bank  branches,  advertising,  or of sales (in 
markets  where  firms rely on repeat  purchases). Consumers  with a per-search  cost of 
x will stop  shopping for rates when x, 5 x. We represent the  distribution of search 
costs  across the M consumers  with the continuous  cumulative  function 

where s is a constant  and dG(x) = g(x)  is the  probability  that a (sampled)  consumer 
has a per-search  cost of x. It follows that  the maximum  search cost among  consumers 
is s M .  So that a non-zero level of shoppers will purchase from Bank 1, we set 
SM > 2 1 .  

We derive the  expected  demand for each bank by first  calculating  it for the  bank 
with  the lowest rate r1 (Bank l), next  calculating for the  bank  with  the second- 
lowest interest  rate 7-2, and finally generalizing to Bank n. Consider  Bank 1: a 
consumer  with  search  cost x has  a  probability r1 of visiting the  bank,  and will 
purchase  with  probability  one if his cost of search x is greater than  the expected 
benefit of an additional  search 5 1 ,  that is, if x > x1 = x F = 2 ( r h  - q)rh. Likewise, 
he will purchase  with  probability zero of x 5 x1 (he'll move on).  Integrating over 
the  range of search  costs,  the expected  demand for Bank 1 is 

q1 = l;max 1 x 7hg(x)Mdz + L1 0 x 7r1g(x)Mdx 

= T ~ [ G ( X ~ " " )  - G ( x l ) ] M ,  (3) 
*- = Q1 

M TI [G(x""") - G ( ~ I ) ]  

Since [G(x""") - G ( x l ) ]  < 1, market  share $ is strictly less than market  presence 
T I .  Said  another way, the number of customers that buy is  fewer than  the  total 
number that visits. In  addition,  Bank 1 gets only the  fraction 7r1 of shoppers whose 
search  costs are so high that  they purchase from the first bank  they visit. 

Now consider  Bank 2 ,  which offers the second-lowest rate r2. Its expected  de- 
mand comes from two groups of consumers. First,  it will get its  share, r ~ ,  of the 
high-search-cost consumers who always purchase at the first bank  they visit (those 
with x > XI). It will also expect  demand from consumers  with  search cost x that 
satisfies 2 2  < x 5 z l ;  these  consumers are  either  shoppers who arrive at Bank 2 

5 For mathematical  tractability we assume that consumers sample with replacement. 
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on  their first visit or  had previously visited  Bank 1 and  their  expected benefit en- 
couraged them  to move on. Since this second set of consumers will never purchase 
from Bank 1, the effective probability that Bank 2 has of being  visited by these 
consumers is & (see appendix for derivation). The expected  demand for Bank 2 
is then  the  sum of demand from a 7r2 fraction of search-once  customers  plus  a & 
fraction of customers  with  search  costs that satisfy 2 2  < II: 5 xi: 

Iterating backwards, the  expected  demand (expressed as market  share) for Bank  n 
charging the  nth rank-ordered price is 

Substituting  in  the  distribution of search  costs and algebraically manipulating  the 
N equations, the expected  demand for the  nth bank is6 

1 N 
qn = rn[M - -(T - T ~ ) ] ,  where T = rTTnrn, n = 1,  ...' N .  

S n=l 

Demand is a  function of the  probability  share of Bank n in the  market,  the dis- 
tribution of search  costs, and  the  distribution of interest  rates. If a bank's  rate is 
above the market  average, it will have market  share larger than  its market  presence, 
and when its  rate is below-average, its  share will be lower than  its market  presence. 
Search  costs  drive the sensitivity of this swinging around  the presence. When search 
costs  are very high,  market  share approaches the  market presence - each  shopper 
only  visits  once  and  then  purchases.  When  search  costs  are  relatively low, those 
with the best  rates  get  inordinately large  market  shares,  and vice versa. 

Taking  partials of eq.6 shows how banks of certain sizes benefit most  from 
changes  in the  rates  they offer. Denoting Q = [ q 1   q 2  ... qN]' as the  demand  quanti- 
ties  and T = [ T I  7-2 ... T N ] '  as the vector of market  prices, we construct  the  matrix 
of partials 9: 

T l ( l  - T l )  -T1T2 ... - T l T N - l  - r l T N  1 

'See Ehlen[5] for the derivation. 
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Row i denotes the partials for Bank i’s demand  function  with  respect to a  change 
in  column (Bank) j ’ s  interest  rate. For Bank n, increases  in its own rate increase 
its  demand (ceteris  paribus).  A bank  with 50 percent of the  market presence (and 
thus  the  largest) affects its own demand  the most through increases in its own 
interest  rate  (the value rn(l - x,) is the  maxima when r, = $). Increases  in other 
banks’  rates,  on  the  other  hand, decrease a bank’s expected  demand.  The two  banks 
with  the highest  market  presence are affected most by a price change by the  other 
(that is, 7rirj is maximized). High search  costs make the  market un-responsive to 
changes  individual  bank’s  prices, while low search  costs  increase this  asymmetric 
responsiveness of the  market  to individual price changes. 

Before we define the conditions for which there  can  be  an equilibrium  price 
distribution  function F ( . ) ,  where i: is the solution vector of all rates in the  market, we 
describe the  bank  production technology that  supports  the  separateness of individual 
deposit  and savings  accounts,  and define the conjectures that each bank  has  about 
its rivals’ responses to  its pricing  strategies. 

2.2 Bank  Profit  Maximization 

Before solving for an equilibrium distribution of interest  rates for each  account, 
we need to show that each market for a  deposit  or  loan  account  can be  treated 
separately,  i.e.,  there  are  no cross-price elasticities  between  accounts. If a bank 
increases its savings rate, ceteris  paribus, the  expected  demand for loans  should  not 
change, and vice versa. If a bank increases interest  rate on  a short-term loan  account 
increases, the expected  demand for another should  not  change.  Separateness allows 
us to solve the profit maximization  problem and prove existence of an equilibrium 
interest  rate,  one account at a  time. 

Separateness is a reasonable  assumption for consumers of a particular  account 
since they  are rarely affected by the  interest  rates  on  the  other loan and  deposit 
accounts.  Banks remove any  arbitrage  opportunities  that could cause  interdepen- 
dence. For example, if when a  loan rate is less than deposit rate,  customers could 
borrow from the  bank  (buy low) and  then deposit it  at  the same  bank (sell high). 
If a short-term loan rate is higher than a long-term rate,  customers could take  out 
a  long-term  loan (buy low) and lend it  at  the  short-term  rate (sell high). 

Banks  do,  though, consider all savings  and  loan  accounts  when  maximizing ex- 
pected  profits. When pricing  their  accounts,  banks take  into consideration  their 
costs of producing  these  accounts,  the  opportunity  costs of all  deposit  and loan 
accounts,  and  the pricing  behavior of the  other  banks  in  the  market.  Our  bank pro- 
duction  technology is composed of (1) a  marginal  cost of producing  and processing 
each type of account, cnj (where j = 1, ..., (D + L ) ) ,  and ( 2 )  a fixed production cost 
C,. Marginal  costs  are  calculated  per  account  dollar  instead of per  account.  Banks 
take  into  consideration (1) the  opportunity cost of getting loan  funds by attracting 
deposits  (vis a vis purchasing them  on  the wholesale market)  and ( 2 )  the  opportu- 
nity cost of using  deposits to fund  loans  (vis a vis investing them in the securities 
market). 

One  perspective from which to  think  about  this is the  fundamental mechanism of 
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a  financial  intermediary: to  convert short-term liabilities  (deposits) into  long-term 
assets  (loans).  This conversion can  be costly on  both sides of the balance  sheet. For 
example,  when a bank makes a  loan, it must  not  only consider the  labor,  materials, 
and  other  capital necessary to make the loan available - as well as  the  deposit 
interest  rate  and  the lost revenue that results from the fraction p of deposits that 
must by law be held in reserve - but  it must  also consider the  return  it could 
receive if it  instead invested  loan  funds in securities. If net  returns  are  greater  in  the 
national  securities  market than  the local loan market, a  bank  may  increase  profits 
by diverting  funds away from loans.  A  bank’s  loan rates - net of production  costs 
and  the cost of funds used for these  loans (eg.  deposits) - must  be  greater  than 
securities  rates over comparable  maturities for it to want to make new loans. 

Analogously, when  a  bank sets  its deposit rates, it  must  take  into account the 
relative  cost of funds if they  instead purchase them from the wholesale funds  market. 
If in the process of intermediating between short-term  deposits  and  long-term loans 
a bank  has  an excess (deficit) of funds, then  this  net  amount  can also be sold 
(bought).  In  this way the  national  funds  rate plays a key role in  determining  local 
market  interest  rates. We approximate  the  non-interest  costs  and  interest income 
or  expense for a balance of S, market  securities by the  constant  marginal cost c,, 
and  market  interest  rate T,, respectively. 

Finally,  a bank must consider how other  banks will respond to  its pricing deci- 
sions. If a bank decreases its loan rate,  it might expect  its rivals to also decrease 
their  rates;  rate increases may be responded to in an analogous way. Formally, Bank 
n is assumed to have conjectures about 2, how rival  Bank k will change its price 
when  Bank i changes its price. Specifically, we assume that each  bank’s  conjectures 
are  correct,  that  they  match observed behavior by other  banks,  and  that  they  are 
consistent  with the price  elasticities in eq. 7 

To  summarize,  each  bank maximizes profits by (1) maximizing returns  on loans 
and  funds invested  in  securities,  and (2) minimizing the cost of deposits  and  other 
liabilities  purchased from the securities market, while (3) taking  consumer  search 
behavior,  expected  demand,  and conjectured  responses from other  banks as given. 
For Bank n we denote 

Cnd as  the  non-interest’variable cost of processing  account d, 

c,, as  the  non-interest variable  cost of processing  securities, 

S, the balance of securities, 
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Each  bank’s  problem is to choose its own vector of interest  rates f, that maxi- 
mizes the profit on loans and  securities less the cost of deposits  and  the fixed cost 
of production: 

D+L 
Max Hi = (T,I - C,l)qnl(fd + (T, - cns)Sn 

l=L+1 

( 

- ~ ) ( ~ n d  + Cnd)qnd(fj) - C n ,  (8) 
d=l  

subject  to  the  balance  sheet  condition  that  assets  (loans  plus  securities)  equals 
liabilities  (available  deposits  plus  capital): 

D+L D+L 
qn l ( f j )  + sn = (1 - P )  qnd(Tnd) + ~n (9) 

l=L+l d=l 

Each  bank  in effect solves ( D S L )  separate  maximizations  subject to  the consumer 
demand for the  account,  the  securities  rate,  production  costs  and  conjectured rival 
responses. To find the  optimal  rate rnj for account d,  we first solve eq. 9 for S, and 
substitute  into eq. 8: 

D+L 

Max ITn = (Tnl  - C n l h ( f 1 )  
1=D+1 

D 

+ (Ts - ens) (1 - P )  Qnd(Tnd)Kn - qnd(fd) D+L ) (10) ( d=l d=l 
D+L 

- ( T n d  + Cnd)qnd(fd) - cn, 
d=l 

The first order  condition  with  respect  to ~ i j  is necessary and sufficient for the  optimal 
solution  under  minor  assumption^.^ And as shown  below, the  conditions allow the 
equilibrium  price  dispersion  in  each  market  to  be  independent of the prices in the 
other  account  markets. 

2.3 Equilibrium Interest Rate Dispersion 

We  now prove that, given the  expected  market  demand for account d described in 
eq. 6 and  the  market  supply for account d described  by the first order  conditions for 
eq. 11, we can solve for equilibrium price and  quantity, where in this case equilibrium 
price is a  distribution of interest  rates linked closely to  the  distribution of market 
presences. We first define mathematically a bank equilibrium and a market  equilib- 
rium and  then show  how,  under certain  conditions,  the  equilibrium will display  a 
distribution of interest  rates  that is dependent  on  the different bank sizes. 

7T0 make  second order conditions strictly negative, we assume, like  Iwata[G], that  the conjecture 
partials % are  constant  and less than 1. Constancy of partials  with respect to interest rate follow 
from  eq. 7. Second order conditions are strictly negative if one of the conjecture is strictly less 
than zero.  See Ehlen[5] for derivations. 
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As noted by Rothschild[l7], equilibrium  price  dispersion  exists  only if it is viable 
and  optimal for firms to quote  a  distribution of prices. We must prove then  that 
given the different sampling  probabilities, the  distribution of search  costs  across 
consumers and  an equilibrium  number of banks,  there  exists  at least  one  equilibrium 
with a non-degenerate  distribution of prices, F( . ) .  We prove existence for account 
d;  the  other (D+L - 1) account  equilibria follow due  to separateness of markets. 

We first make two definitions and  then prove a proposition using three claims. 
The first  claim shows that  the lowest offered rate  in  the  market is T d m i n ,  otherwise 
all banks  can decrease their  rates simultaneously. The second shows that  there 
cannot  be a single-rate  equilibrium. The  third shows that under  certain conditions 
there is an equilibrium distribution. 

Definition 1: Given a  set of account d market output  quantities < 
qnd >F!l and  the reservation price rdmin, a bank e q u i l i b r i u m  is the  set 
of both price distribution F ( . )  and  bank profits < >Cz1 such that 
I I ~  2 n n ( T , d )  for all rnd in  the  support of F ( . ) ,  n = I, ..., N.’ 

Definition 2: The  triple ( F ( . ) ,  < nn >FZ1, < q n d  >$-,) is a market 
e q u i l i b r i u m  if and only if for some fixed rdmaz and  distribution of search 
costs G(.), (a) ( F ( . ) ,  < IIn >,”=,) is a bank  equilibrium and  (b)  expected 
demand < qnd  >FI1 is generated from the cost-minimizing  strategies of 
consumers facing F (  .) . 

Definition 1 assures that no bank  can make strictly  greater  profits if it  unilaterally 
deviates  its offered interest  rate from the bank  equilibrium. Definition 2 is simply 
a partial  equilibrium, where  banks are  in Nash equilibrium  with other  banks  and in 
Stackleberg  equilibrium  with  consumers (they  take consumers  responses  as  given). 

Proposition: Given the  distribution of search  costs G(.), reservation  price ?-dmin 
and  search cost s that satisfies 

for all n, there  exists a  unique  market  equilibrium  with a non-degenerate  distribution 
of interest  rates. Proof: We prove with  the following three claims. 

Claim 1: If there  exists a single-rate  market  equilibrium, then r1 = T d m i n .  Proof: 
Suppose  not; then either r1 > rdmin or r1 < ?-dmin. Let ( F ( . ) ,  < rIn >E==,) and 
( F ( . ) ,  < rIn >r=l, < qij >E1) be  the  bank  and  market equilibrium  when r1 > ?-dmin.  
From  eq. 6, if banks  tacitly collude and decrease  interest rates by a small  equal 
amount E ,  the new equilibrium  quantities will be 

‘This definition can also necessarily include a non-degenerate price distribution. 
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for all n, there  exists a unique  market  equilibrium  with a non-degenerate distribution 
of interest  rates. Proof: We prove with the following three claims. 
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= qnd. 

By decreasing their  rates each  bank increases profits  without losing deposits. Since 
( F ( . ) ,  < ITn >?=,) is therefore  not a bank  equilibrium, ( F ( . ) ,  < rIIn < qnd >n=l) 

is not  a  market  equilibrium.  Next,  the  condition r1 < Tdmin cannot hold since bank 
1's expected  demand is zero when its  rate is less than  the minimum-willingness-to- 
accept rate.  Thus  the  counter claim cannot hold. 

N 

Claim 2: There  can  be no single-price market  equilibrium. Proof: If all  banks 
charge the  same  rate,  this  rate must be rdmin from Claim 1. Without loss of gener- 
ality, consider a two-bank economy with  a  (supposed) single-price bank equilibrium 
at TI  = r2 = rdmi, If Bank 1 increases its  rate by a  small amount  to (r1 + E ) ,  in 
profit terms  it will more than offset the  rate increase  with  increased  market share 
7 r 2 ( l  - 7r2)M (see eq. 7), thus breaking the single-price bank  equilibrium.  Since the 
same  applies to a bank  in  an economy of N banks where all  banks  are offering the 
minimum-willingness-to-accept rate,  the claim holds. 

Claim 3: Given a maximum cost of search sM that satisfies 

for n = 1, ..., N .  No bank will deviate  its price from the non-degenerate distribution 
of interest  rates. Proof: Assuming that banks have correct  conjectures about how 
rival banks will respond to their  interest  rate,  that is, that conjectures are consistent 
with observed equilibrium  behavior,9 the  banks have in essence perfect and common 
knowledge about each  other's  actions. Assume that all banks  are initially  pricing 
accounts at  the market  equilibrium  distribution  described by < rn, r,d >,N1. Ad- 
ditionally, from eq. 11 let bank n ' s  net  marginal cost [(?-Id - Cld) - ( r ,  - c,,)] be 
strictly  greater  than zer0.l' We can  immediately  eliminate  one possible deviation: 
Bank 1 will not  decrease its  rate since it equals Tdmin by Claim  1. Now consider 
all the  other possible deviations.  Without loss of generality,  let  Bank n decrease its 
interest  rate from its equilibrium rate by the small  amount E .  From  eq. 6, the new 
expected  demand for Bank n will be 

'Laitner[8], Bresnahan[l],  Perry[l3],  and Kamien and Schwartz[7] argue that conjectures are 
believable only if they  are consistent with observed behavior. 

"This  lower bound  on marginal cost  defines the equilibrium number of banks in the market: if 
Bank 1's equilibrium interest rate isn't greater than its net marginal cost, it will stop production 
and  drop  out of the market.  This exiting continues until the lowest-rate bank's rate is  above cost. 
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Thus Bank n demand decreases by 7rni(7rn - 1 ) ~ .  From  eq. 11, the  total change  in 
profit due  to a rate increase of E is 

1 
= Eqnd + ((rnd - end) - (Ts  - T n s ) ) ; ~ n ( ~ n  - 1)E 

No bank will deviate from its equilibrium rate if Ann < 0, or qnd < [ ( T , ~ + c , ~ ) - ( ( T , -  
cns)]i7rn(7rn - 1) V n .  This is true if the cost of search s is sufficiently small. At the 
same  time,  the previous  condition xmax > q d  requires that s > & En=:! 7rn(r,d - 
q d ) .  Together, the range of sM values that  support a non-degenerate  equilibrium 
distribution  are 

N 

Thus, given correct rival conjectures and  search costs that  are low enough,  no  bank 
will deviate  its price from the equilibrium  value. This completes the proof of the 
proposition. 

3 Discussion 

In  the context of our  model,  market  presence 7rn has at least three  interesting  and 
somewhat  independent effects on  the equilibrium distribution of prices offered on 
the  market.  First, as illustrated  in  eq. 6, banks  with  relatively  poor  rates  but  good 
presence can  capture  the  same  market  share of accounts as banks  with  an  opposite 
set of conditions.  Good  market  exposure  pays, especially when consumers  search 
a lot. Second, as illustrated in eq. 7, banks  with  large  market  presence benefit 
most both from offering better  rates  and from the  rate worsening by their rivals. 
If banks have consistent (i.e.,  correct) conjectures about  the pricing  strategies of 
their rivals, then banks  with large  market  presence have a stronger,  arguably more 
accurate influence on  the Nash  equilibrium  outcome. The lower the cost of search, 
the stronger is the market’s  response to changes in individual  bank’s  prices. 

Third,  market presence (and search  costs)  determines the existence and unique- 
ness of equilibrium; for particular  sets of < 7rn >tZ1. The  left-hand side  inequality 
in  eq. 16 insures that a positive  fraction of shoppers will actually  purchase at each 
bank.  The  right-hand side  inequality is less intuitive but  its  constraint is clear: if 
production  costs cns and c,d are  the same for all banks,  the  right-hand  term is 
smallest for large 7rn (and  thus large rnd); if so, the  distribution of prices would 
degenerate to some other form. 

Thus far we have avoided the question of whether  and  at  what level there is 
a strong  correlation  in  the  banking sector  between  market  presence - the “avail- 
ability” of the  bank  to customers - and  market performance - how many  deposit 
and savings  account  dollars the bank  creates.  Small  banks  can offer a superior  rate 
and  advertise heavily, thereby  garnering a larger than normal  share of a particu- 
lar  deposit  market. Likewise, large  banks  can  price  themselves out of a  market by 
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and  advertise heavily, thereby  garnering a larger than normal  share of a particu- 
lar  deposit  market. Likewise, large  banks  can  price  themselves out of a  market by 
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offering inferior rates  and  not advertising the  account.  In reality, the  parameter 
7rn represents  a  composite of mechanisms (e.g.,  number of branches,  advertising) 
that influence the probability that a shopper will request price information  and ul- 
timately  make a purchase. In  banking, where there  are few physical  goods to see 
in  stores or advertising,  asset levels are  an imperfect  measure of market  presence. 
Over time,  banks  that decrease  their  production  costs can pass  on  these  savings to 
consumers  in the form of better  interest  rates,  resulting  in larger  market share. If, 
in  fact,  the level of market  presence 7rn is determined by the  amount of advertising 
spend  (at a cost of cna), then, all else being  equal,  banks  with lower production 
costs  can  spend more  on  advertising  costs,  thereby  increasing  market  presence  and 
share. 

4 Conclusions 

By  introducing an explicit  measure of how banks make themselves known to  poten- 
tial  customers, we better represent the effect of bank “size” on  the  interest  rates 
experienced by customers.  Particularly in banking, there is not necessarily perfect 
relationship  between  market  presence  and  market  performance;  as  illustrated by 
this model, the two  can  vary  considerably.  Banks  with high production  costs but 
excellent market  presence  can  maintain levels of accounts  equal to those  with  the 
lowest costs but poor  exposure to potential  depositors. 

Significant imbalances between these two measures can  and should have long- 
term  implications for the survival of the bank.  Poor  production  processes  should 
lead to poor  rates, sales,  profits, and eventually  dollars to expand  branches  and 
advertising - two likely mechanisms for maintaining or improving  market  presence. 
If market  presence goes down, so do  sales  and  eventually  viability as a bank.  The 
study of the  stability of this equilibrium  price  dispersion and  its  dynamics is reserved 
for future  study. 

The  author would like to  thank  Bob Avcry,  Robert  Masson,  and  Bruce  Smith for insightful 
comments  and discussion. 

5 Appendix 
To show that  the probability of a consumer  with  search  cost that  satisfies x2j < x < z1j 
will visit and  make a purchase  from  bank 2 equals e, we derive  this  probability for a 
three-bank  economy  in  which  each  bank  has  the  same  probability nn of being  sampled,  and 
then  computing  (without loss of generality) for an economy of four  banks  with  different 
probabilities. 

Consider a three-bank  version of our  economy  where n1 = 7r2 = 7r3 = 1/3. Bank 2 (B2) 
will target  customers  with specific  search costs; call this  customer A2. Let t = 1 , 2 ,  ..., T 
denote  the  time  intervals over  which A2 shops.  The  first  time A2 shops ( t  = l), the 
probability that  he will  visit B2 is 1/3. At t = 2 ,  A2 will still  be  shopping  only if at t = 1 
he  visited B1 (the  bank  with  the lowest interest  rate).  Assuming  that A2 samples  with 
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replacement,  the  probability  that Az  visits Bz at t = 2 is 

Pr(A2  visits B1 at t l }  X Pr(A2  visits B1 at  t l }  = 

Similarly, the  probability  that A2 visits B2 at t 3  is 

Pr(A2  visits B1 at t l }  x Pr(A2  visits B1 at t l ]  

X Pr(A2  visits B1 at t l }  = --- = 5 5 5  ( ; ) 3  

The  total  probability  that A2 will visit L?z in  any  one of n visits a.nd sample a new low price, 
as n approaches 00, is 

which is equivalent to  the e term in eq. 5. 
Now consider the case of four  banks,  each  with  different  sampling  probabilities. The 

probability that  A3  visits B3 at t l  is 7r3. For A3 to  visit B3 at  t z ,  he  must  have  sampled B1 

at t l ;  thus  the  total  probability  that A3 will  visit B3 at t 2  is 

Pr(A3  visits B1 at t l }  x Pr(A3  visits B3 at t 2 }  
+ Pr(A3  visits B2 at  t l }  x Pr(A3  visits Bz at t 2 }  
= ~ 1 ~ 3  + ~ 2 ~ 3  = (x1 + T Z ) T ~ .  

Similar to  the  three-bank  case,  it follows that  the probability  that A3 will  visit B3 in  any 
one of n visits (and  that  7-3 will be  the  best  quote at that  visit),  as n approaches 00, is 

00 

7r3 -y(7rl + 7rz) i  = 7r3 

1 - (x1 + 7r2) i=O 

which is equivalent to  the ?rn term in eq. 5. 

In  summary,  while 7 r p ~ - ~  is the  probability  that  any  shopper will visit  bank N - 1, - 
is the  probability  that  an  agent  with  search  costs  that  satisfy X N - ~  < x 5 XN will stop 
shopping  and  make a purchase. 

l-cL+l ?rk 
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Pr(A3  visits B1 at t l }  x Pr(A3  visits B3 at t z }  
+ Pr(A3  visits Bz at t l }  x Pr(A3  visits B2 at t z }  
= + T2T3 = ( T I  + T2)T3. 

Similar to  the  three-bank  case,  it follows that  the probability  that A3 will  visit B3 in  any 
one of n visits (and that 7-3 will be  the  best  quote at that  visit),  as n approaches 00, is 

which is equivalent to  the ?Tn term in eq. 5. 

In  summary, while “ ~ - 1  is the  probability  that any shopper will visit bank N - 1, - 
is the  probability  that  an  agent  with  search  costs  that  satisfy Z N - 1  < z 5 z~ will stop 
shopping  and  make a purchase. 

l-c:=h+l *k 
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